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Look and Find: Disney s Cars enables children to join Lightning McQueen, Mater, Doc, and the rest

of the gang on an exciting journey through Radiator Springs. Children ages 4 to 7 can search eight

colorful, action-packed scenes for dozens of hidden Cars characters and objects. Children can have

fun and develop their powers of observation with this beautifully illustrated picture book. Children will

delight in seeking out cleverly hidden characters and everyday items, from Cars characters to all

things automotive, in each vividly drawn scene. Look and Find: Disney s Cars prompts children to:

Cruise the busy streets of Radiator Springs to find the cars that live there. Search for motor-watering

morsels at Flo s V8 CafÃƒ&#x83;Ã‚Â©. Find the mementos hidden in Doc Hudson s garage. Scour

Mater s junkyard for shiny new auto parts. Find the fancy license plates in Lizzie s curio shop. Track

down tires in Luigi s tire shop. Locate the portraits of town founder Stanley in the Radiator Springs

courthouse. Point out the postcards of Radiator Springs.A section at the back of the book

challenges children to find dozens of additional items, providing hours of additional look-and-find

fun. The pictures on the 10-inch x 12-inch pages are big, bold, and filled with detail. The sturdy

hard-cover binding stands up to repeated use, so children can enjoy searching these look-and-find

pictures again and again.
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It is a little cartoon styled for my taste but this doesn't seem to slow down my child at all. He



recognizes everybody and loves this book. It is a little large for plane travel but thin enough that we

do just put it in our backpack for something to do. I'd prefer it be smaller but at least it's not heavy

I bought this book as a birthday present for my Cars obsessed 4 year old son. We've enjoyed going

through the book and playing "I-spy" while looking for all of his friends from Cars.Some of the

graphics are a little different than those in the movies (more like classic cartoons if that makes any

sense) but everyone is still instantly recognizable.My son really loves Cars so he's happy to sit

quietly and look at the pictures of Radiator Springs and Team Lightening McQueen for good long

time!If you have a Cars fan in your house, it's a nice little addition to their collection for sure!

My 5 year old just loves these Look & Find it books and these are perfect for him. He loves

"reading" in bed at night with these books and the new Cars one is his new favorite!

My 2 year old got this book for Christmas and he loves it! He doesn't want me to read him the

words, he just likes to find all of the things he's supposed to find. My 4 and 5 year olds also like

reading this book with him!

My son is 2.5 years old and he can do one or two pages...the rest are a little advanced. I'm kind of

okay with that, because this book will still be interesting to him as he gets a bit older. He loved that it

was Cars themed, and he likes looking at the pages whether or not he can find the items on the

page.

Some of the other look and find books have very small images on each page so that it can be hard

for a toddler. This one has bigger pictures on each page so it was easier for my three year old to

find the things. The downfall of that is that she got bored with this one faster.

With my son being really big into Cars and needing extra help in the book area, I thought this would

be perfect. There isn't very many pages to keep him occupied and then he is done before we ever

really began. I just wish the book offered more pages that would hold his attention longer.

I bought this for my "advanced" 3 year old grandson. I was a little disappointed that the items were

so easy to find. He's used to more involved pictures, but he loves this. He's a huge Cars fan, so he

enjoys doing it over and over, even tho he knows where everything is. I highly recommend this!
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